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Abstract 

Bivalency argument is a widely-used technique that employs forward induction to 
show impossibility results and lower bounds related to consensus. However, for a 
synchronous distributed system of n processes with up to t potential and f actual crash 
failures, applying bivalency argument to prove the lower bound for reaching uniform 
consensus is still an open problem. In this paper, we address this problem by 
presenting a bivalency proof that the lower bound for reaching uniform consensus is 
(f + 2)-rounds where 0 ≤ f ≤ t − 2.  
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1. Introduction 
Consensus is one of the fundamental problems in distributed computing theory and practice. 

Assuming that a distributed system consists of a set of n processes, {p1, p2, …, pn}, each 

process pi initially proposes a value vi, and all non-faulty processes need to decide on one 

common value v in the set of proposed values V= { vi | i = 1, …, n }. Without losing 

generality, in this paper, we consider the consensus problem with V = {0, 1} when proving 

the lower bound for uniform consensus. We assume the crash failure model that is considered 

to prove lower bounds for both consensus and uniform consensus [1-10]. When a process 

crashes, it permanently stops its activity [8]. A process behaves correctly until it crashes. A 

process that does not crash is called a correct process. Otherwise, it is a faulty process. More 

precisely, the consensus problem is defined by the following three properties:  

(1) Termination: Every correct process eventually decides on a value.  

(2) Validity: If a process decides on v, then v has been proposed by some processes.  

(3) Agreement: No two correct processes decide differently.  

The agreement property applies only to correct processes. Thus, it is possible that a 

process decides on a distinct value just before crashing. Uniform consensus prevents such a 

possibility. It replaces the agreement property with the following: 

(3’) Uniform Agreement: No two processes (correct or not) decide differently.  
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Synchronous consensus protocols are based on the notion of round. In a synchronous 

distributed system, every execution of the consensus protocol consists of a sequence of 

rounds. While in round r, each process executes sequentially the following steps:  

(1) send r-round messages to the other processes,  

(2) wait for r-round messages from the other processes, and  

(3) execute local computations. 

All processes start and finish the same round synchronously. Both message delays and 

relative process speeds are bounded and these bounds are known. When a process crashes in 

a round, it sends a subset of the messages that it intends to send in that round, and does not 

execute any subsequent round [8]. The underlying communication system is assumed to be 

failure-free: there is no creation, no alteration, no loss nor duplication of messages. If a 

protocol allows processes to reach consensus where at most t (t < n − 1) processes can crash, 

the protocol is said to tolerate t faults, and is called a t-resilient consensus protocol. It has 

been proven in [1, 2, 4, 8, 9] that the lower bound on the number of rounds is t + 1 for any 

synchronous consensus protocol tolerating up to t crash failures. If a protocol can achieve 

consensus and stops before round t + 1 when there are actually f (f ≤ t) faults, we call it an 

early stopping protocol. The well-known lower bound, min (t + 1, f + 2) rounds, for early 

stopping consensus protocols in synchronous distributed systems has been proven [4]. If we 

consider only the time at which processes decide, protocols in which all processes decide 

before round t + 1 with actual f faults are called early-deciding protocols. The lower bound, (f 

+ 1)-rounds, for early deciding consensus protocols in synchronous distributed system has 

also been proven [3, 8, 9]. 

Recently, forward induction proofs for consensus impossibilities and lower bounds have 

received attention. For a number of years, only backward induction proofs were known for 

the synchronous model [4]. Forward induction proofs are simpler and unify various models 

(synchronous, asynchronous, partially synchronous, etc) [6]. Bivalency argument is a 

technique that uses forward induction to show impossibility results and lower bounds that are 

related to consensus. The underlying principle is that there exists a state, called the bivalent 

state, from which two different executions lead to different decisions. The bivalency 

technique was first introduced in [5] and used in [2] to show the lower bound for achieving 

consensus in synchronous distributed systems with crash failures. The proof is simpler and 

more intuitive than traditional ones. However, as mentioned in [10], it is not immediately 
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clear how to extend the proof in [2] to the case of uniform consensus. Keidar and Rajsbaum 

showed that bivalency argument, as used extensively in the literature, cannot show the (f + 

2)-rounds lower bound proven in their paper because, in essence, it relies on a validity 

property which is too weak [7].  

In this paper, we apply the bivalency argument to show that for every 0 ≤ f ≤ t − 2, there 

exists an execution of any uniform consensus algorithm with actual f failures that takes at 

least f + 2 rounds for all the correct processes to decide on a common value. For f = t − 1, the 

lower bound of (f + 1)-rounds for reaching uniform consensus has been proven [3] and is not 

considered in this paper. Our contributions include a new proof for the early deciding uniform 

consensus lower bound, and a new approach of using the FLP bivalency argument [5]. 

2. Related Works 
Charron-Bost and Schiper [3] proved the complete lower bound, in the case where f is less 

than t − 1, that early-deciding uniform consensus protocols require at least f + 2 rounds 

whereas early-deciding consensus protocols require only f + 1 rounds. For f = t − 1 or f = t, 

they showed that both consensus and uniform consensus require f + 1 rounds. In particular, 

they presented a protocol which can achieve uniform consensus by the end of round f + 1 

when f = t − 1. Keidar and Rajsbaum [7] took a different approach to prove the same lower 

bound for synchronous early-deciding uniform consensus protocols, and showed that for 1 < t 

< n, every t-resilient uniform consensus protocol must perform two rounds in failure-free 

execution before all processes decide. In [10], a novel oracle argument is introduced to prove 

both lower bounds for synchronous consensus and uniform consensus. The underlying idea is 

as follows: given a consensus algorithm A that can tolerate f faults and only executes f rounds 

of message exchange, another algorithm A’ can be constructed to tolerate f − 1 faults within 

only f − 1 rounds. A’ does so by making “oracle calls” to A. Repeating this process, an 

algorithm that only needs 0 rounds for 0 faults can be constructed, which is easily proven 

impossible. 

None of the proofs mentioned above consider the bivalency argument. The proof in [3] 

proceeds by backward induction and is therefore difficult to follow. The oracle-based proof is 

fundamentally different from bivalency-based proofs [10]. Keidar and Rajsbaum presented a 

proof in [7] using a different forward induction technique called layering [9], which 

introduce potence connectivity to denote connectivity among states in executions of a 
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consensus protocol. They pointed out that "Since all bivalency proofs we know of use the 

validity property only in order to show that an initial bivalent state exists, such proofs also 

hold for the SBV version of their problems" [7]. Here, SBV refers to bivalent validity with 

respect to system S where at most one process fails in each round. It is a weaker validity 

property stating that there is an initial state which is bivalent with respect to S. Then SBV 

consensus is defined as the problem that satisfies agreement, termination and SBV, but not the 

validity property. They presented a counter example, illustrated in Figure 1, to solve SBV 

uniform consensus. In Figure 1, the Uniform_Consensus() algorithm solves the uniform 

consensus problem, and the Counter_Example() algorithm solves the SBV uniform consensus 

problem. In particular, all processes decide on 1 by the end of one round in all failure-free 

executions. Because for f = 0, the counter-example achieves SBV uniform consensus with 

only one round, they concluded that the bivalency argument as used extensively in the 

literature cannot show the (f + 2)-rounds lower bound proven in their paper. Their reason is 

that, in essence, the bivalent argument relies on a validity property that is too weak. 

 

 Function Counter_Example(vi) 
Round 1: Send a message to all the processes (including pi). 

let S1 be the set of processes from which Round 1 messages have been received. 
if |S1| = n then return(1) fi 

Round 2: Send a message to all the processes. 
let S2 be the set of processes from which Round 2 messages have been received. 
if |S2| < |S1| then init ← 1 else init ← 0 fi 
return Uniform_Consensus(init).  

Figure 1. The counter-example algorithm for bivalent validity in [7] 

However, when all processes propose 0, they decide on 1 in the failure-free execution. 

This is accepted by the SBV bivalent validity but violates the validity property. In this paper, 

we present a bivalency proof for the lower bound of synchronous uniform consensus. For the 

case of 0 < f ≤ t − 2, the validity property of consensus is only used to show initial bivalent 

configuration. But for f = 0, we use the validity property in the bivalency proof of this paper.   

3. The Bivalency Argument Proof 
Bivalency argument proofs are based on the observation that a state in which some processes 

have decided cannot be bivalent. These proofs proceed by contradiction. For any 

synchronous consensus algorithm with n processes to tolerate up to t crash failures, 

contradiction can be reached in a synchronous round-based system S with at most one 
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process crashing in each round [2, 9]. Since S is just a subset of executions of a consensus 

algorithm for synchronous distributed systems and represents the worst case scenario, a lower 

bound for achieving consensus or uniform consensus in S also holds in synchronous 

distributed systems.  

The following notations are introduced for the system S and used in the bivalency 

argument proofs.  

• configuration, a configuration of the system S is a collection of states, one for each 

process, at the end of each round.  

• 0-valent, a configuration C is 0-valent if starting from C the only possible decision value 

that correct processes can make is 0. 

• 1-valent, a configuration C is 1-valent if starting from C the only possible decision value 

that correct processes can make is 1.  

• univalent, a configuration C is univalent if it is either 0-valent or 1-valent. 

• bivalent, a configuration C is bivalent if it is not univalent.  

• k-round partial run, rk, denotes an execution of a consensus algorithm up to the end of 

round k.  

Considering the configuration Ck at the end of round k of partial run rk, we say that rk is 0-

valent, 1-valent, univalent, or bivalent if Ck is 0-valent, 1-valent, univalent, or bivalent, 

respectively.  

• homovalent, two partial runs are homovalent if both are either 1-valent or 0-valent. This 

means both partial runs are univalent and have the same valence. 

• indistinguishable, two partial runs are indistinguishable if the configurations at the end of 

the last rounds of both partial runs are the same; they have the same non-crashed 

processes and each non-crashed process maintains the same information in both partial 

runs. Thus, the two partial runs cannot be distinguished.  

We say that a partial run rk decides on v if all correct processes decide on v by the end of 

round k of rk.  

3.1 Bivalency Argument of Aguilera and Toueg [2] 

Our bivalency proof extends the proof of Aguilera and Toueg [2]. The following theorem and 

lemmas have been reproduced from [2] and will be used in our proof later. 
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Theorem 1. Consider a synchronous round-based system S with n processes and at most t 

crash failures where at most one process crashes in each round. If n > t + 1 then there is no 

algorithm that solves consensus in t rounds in S. 

The proof proceeds by contradiction. Suppose there is an algorithm A that solves 

consensus in t rounds in S. Without loss of generality, every process is supposed to send a 

message to every other process at each round. The following three lemmas have been proven 

in [2].  

Lemma 1. Any (t − 1)-round partial run rt−1 is univalent. 

Lemma 2.  There is a bivalent initial configuration. 

Lemma 3. There is a bivalent (t − 1)-round partial run rt−1. 

Lemma 3 contradicts Lemma 1 and thus completes the proof of the theorem. The last two 

lemmas also appear in other papers, e.g., Lemma 2 is proven by the same method in both [5, 

9]. 

3.2 Bivalency Proof of Uniform Consensus Lower Bound 

The main result of this section is Theorem 2, which proves the uniform consensus lower 

bound that for every 0 ≤ f ≤ t − 2, there exists an execution of any uniform consensus 

algorithm that takes at least f + 2 rounds for all the correct processes to decide. Proof of 

Theorem 2 is by contradiction, assuming that there is a protocol A that solves uniform 

consensus in f + 1 rounds in S. It considers two cases according to the value of f: (1) 0 < f ≤ t 

− 2; and (2) f = 0. In the first case, we introduce another synchronous distributed system S’, 

which consists of the same n processes as in system S, but only with up to f potential crash 

failures where at most one process crashes in each round. We will prove that all executions 

extended from a (f − 1)-round bivalent partial run rf−1 in system S’ decide on the same value. 

This means rf−1 is univalent in system S’ which contradicts the fact that rf−1 is bivalent. In 

case (2), we can get two initial configurations of A in system S, C’ and C’’, that differ by the 

initial value of only one process p, such that the 1-round partial runs extended from C’ and 

C’’ without failure, r1’* and r1’’*, decide differently. Then, a contradiction can be reached 

from this point. 

We first introduce several lemmas. Lemmas 4 and 5 are about the properties of the system 

S. Lemmas 6 and 7 are based on the assumption made in Theorem 2. 

Lemma 4 is proven as the induction step of Lemma 3. 
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Lemma 4. In the system S, every bivalent k-round partial run (0 ≤ k ≤ t − 2), rk, can be 

extended by one round into a bivalent (k + 1)-round partial run. 

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that every one-round extension of rk is 

univalent.  

Let rk+1* be a one-round extension of  partial run rk such that no crash occurs in round k + 

1. rk+1* is univalent by assumption. Without loss of generality, assume it is 1-valent. Since rk 

is bivalent, and every one-round extension of rk is univalent, there is at least one single-round 

extension rk+1
0 of rk that is 0-valent. 

Note that rk+1* and rk+1
0 must differ in round k + 1. Since round k + 1 of rk+1* is failure-

free, there must be exactly one process p that crashes in round k + 1 of rk+1
0 because in 

system S, at most one process crashes per round, and k ≤ t − 2. Since p crashes in round k + 1 

of rk+1
0, it may fail to send a message to some processes, say {q1, q2, …, qm}, where 0 ≤  m ≤ 

n.  

Starting from rk+1
0, we now define (k + 1)-round partial runs rk+1

1, …, rk+1
m  as follows. 

For every j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, rk+1
j is identical to rk+1

j−1 except that p sends a message to qj before it 

crashes in round k + 1. Note that for every j, 0 ≤ j ≤ m, rk+1
j is univalent. There are two 

possible cases: 

1. For all j, 0 ≤ j ≤ m, rk+1
j is 0-valent. So rk+1

m and rk+1* are 0-valent and 1-valent 

respectively. The only difference between rk+1
m and rk+1* is that p crashes at the end of 

round k + 1 in rk+1
m while p is correct up to and including round k + 1 in rk+1*. Consider 

the following runs: r extending rk+1* by crashing process p at the beginning of round k + 

2, and r’ extending rk+1
m without failure. Then r and r’ are indistinguishable. However, r 

is 1-valent and r’ is 0-valent because rk+1* is 1-valent and rk+1
m is 0-valent – 

Contradiction. 

2. There is one j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, such that rk+1
j−1 is 0-valent while rk+1

j is 1-valent. Extend rk+1
j−1 

and rk+1
j into partial runs, r and r’, respectively, by crashing process qj at the beginning of 

round k + 2. Because in system S, at most one process crashes per round, and k ≤ t − 2, 

there is one process which may crash in round k + 2. Then r and r’ are indistinguishable. 

However, r is 0-valent and r’ is 1-valent because rk+1
j−1 is 0-valent and rk+1

j is 1-valent – 

Contradiction.   Lemma 4 
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Lemma 5. By the uniform agreement property, no process (correct or not) can decide in any 

bivalent partial run in S. 

Proof. It is obvious that the lemma should be true. Otherwise, assume process p decides in a 

bivalent partial run r in S. Without loss of generality, assume p decides on 1. According to 

the definition of the bivalent partial run, there is a 0-valent partial run extended from partial 

run r. However, p has decided on 1, which violates the uniform agreement property.   

Lemma 5 

Lemmas 6 and 7 are based on the assumption that there is a protocol A that solves 

uniform consensus in f + 1 rounds in S. That is, in any execution of A with f (0 ≤ f ≤ t − 2) 

actual crash failures, all the correct processes must decide by the end of round f + 1.  

Lemma 6. Any partial run rk (0 < k ≤ f + 1) of A without failure during round k in S is a 

univalent partial run. 

Proof. This lemma is similar to lemma 6.6 in [9], which consider fast t-resilient consensus 

protocols. A protocol is called fast if consensus is always reached in at most t + 1 rounds [9]. 

Assume the contrary, there exists a bivalent partial run rk (0 < k ≤ f + 1) of A without 

failure during round k in S. Then we can prove that A cannot solve uniform consensus with f 

actual failures by the end of round f + 1.  

Case 1: Consider k = f + 1. Because rk is bivalent, by Lemma 5, no process can decide by 

the end of round f + 1 – Contradiction.  

Case 2: Consider k < f + 1. According to the definition of S, there is at most one process 

crashed in each round from round 1 to round f + 1 except round k. Because rk is bivalent and f 

≤ t − 2, by Lemma 4, we can construct new bivalent partial runs as extensions from rk by 

crashing one process in each round from round k + 1 to round f + 1. Finally, we get a bivalent 

(f + 1)-round partial run. In this case, by Lemma 5, no process can decide by the end of round 

f + 1 – Contradiction.   Lemma 6 

Lemma 7. When extending from a bivalent f-round partial run, rf, all (f + 1)-round partial 

runs of A in S, in which at least one process receives all prescribed messages in round f + 1, 

are homovalent. 

Proof. First, consider the (f + 1)-round partial run extended from rf without failures, rf+1*. By 

Lemma 6, rf+1* is univalent. Because A solves uniform consensus in f + 1 rounds in S, all 
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processes will decide in round f + 1. Now consider another (f + 1)-round partial run extended 

from rf with one crash, rf+1, in which process pi receives all prescribed messages in round f + 

1. pi cannot distinguish whether it is in rf+1 or rf+1*. It also decides in rf+1. If rf+1 is bivalent, by 

Lemma 5, pi cannot decide in round f + 1 – Contradiction.  

Thus, rf+1 is univalent. Without losing generality, assume rf+1* is 1-valent and all 

processes in rf+1* decide on 1. Then pi also decides on 1 in round f + 1 of rf+1. Thus, rf+1 must 

be 1-valent, otherwise it violates the uniform agreement property.     Lemma 7 

Theorem 2. Consider a synchronous round-based system S of n processes with up to t 

potential and f actual crash failures, where at most one process crashes in each round. If t < 

n and 0 ≤ f ≤ t − 2, then there is no early deciding protocol that solves uniform consensus in f 

+ 1 rounds in S. 

Proof. Proof of Theorem 2 is by contradiction, assuming that there is a protocol A that solves 

uniform consensus in f + 1 rounds in S. That is, in any execution of A with f (0 ≤ f ≤ t − 2) 

actual crash failures, all the correct processes must decide by the end of round f + 1. The 

proof considers two cases according to the value of f: (1) 0 < f ≤ t − 2; and (2) f = 0. 

Case 1: 0 < f ≤ t − 2 

We introduce another synchronous distributed system S’, which consists of the same n 

processes as in the system S, but only with up to f potential crash failures that at most one 

process crashes in each round. Now we consider A for both systems. By Lemma 2 and 

Lemma 4, there is an (f − 1)-round bivalent partial run rf−1 of A in system S’. Clearly, rf−1 is 

also an (f − 1)-round bivalent partial run in system S. Because in both systems at most one 

process can crash in a round, then by Lemma 6, f − 1 processes crash before round f. We will 

prove that all executions extended from rf−1 in system S’ decide on the same value. 

In the following, consider rf−1 in system S and extend it to round f. Consider rf* extended 

from rf−1 without failure occuring in round f, by Lemma 6, it is univalent. Without losing 

generality, assume rf* is 1-valent. Let rf
ks be those one-round extensions of partial run rf−1 in 

which k processes do not receive the message from the crashed process in round f where 0 ≤ k 

≤ n − f (because there are f − 1 processes crashed before round f), and rf+1
k* denote one-round 

extension of partial run rf
k without failures in round f + 1. By Lemma 6, all those rf+1

k*s are 

univalent. 
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Basis: Consider rf
0. Those partial runs are indistinguishable from rf* except that one process, 

p, crashes at the end of round f in rf
0. There are two cases:  

(1) Some processes in both rf
0 and rf* decide in round f, by Lemma 7, rf

0 should be 1-

valent.  

(2) No such process exists. Then extend both rf
0 and rf* to round f + 1, rf+1

0* and rf+1*, 

simply by crashing p at the beginning of round f + 1 in rf+1*. Then two extensions rf+1
0* and 

rf+1* are indistinguishable, because rf* is 1-valent, rf+1* is 1-valent and decides on 1 

eventually.  

Thus, all rf+1
0*s decide on 1. 

Hypothesis: Suppose 0 ≤ k < n − f, all rf+1
k*s decide on 1. 

Induction Step: Consider any rf
k+1, where 0 ≤ k < n − f, there must exist a partial run, rf

k, 

which differs from rf
k+1 by only one process, pi. pi receives the message sent by the crashed 

process in round f of rf
k, but does not receive it in round f of rf

k+1. By Lemma 6, rf+1
k* and 

rf+1
k+1* are univalent and rf+1

k* is 1-valent by hypothesis.  

Consider extending rf
k and rf

k+1 to rf+1
k’ and rf+1

k+1’ respectively by crashing pi such that 

only pj receives the message sent from pi in both partial runs. Thus, rf+1
k+1’ is 

indistinguishable from rf+1
k’ except pj. By Lemma 7, rf+1

k’ and rf+1
k+1’ are univalent because pj 

receives all messages in round f + 1 and rf+1
k’ is 1-valent because rf+1

k* is 1-valent.  

If some process other than pj decides in the round f + 1 of rf+1
k’, and it will does so in 

rf+1
k+1’, then rf+1

k+1’ is 1-valent too by the uniform agreement property. Otherwise, only pj 

decides in both partial runs, extending both rf+1
k’ and rf+1

k+1’ to round f + 2 (because f ≤ t − 2, 

there exist extended executions in which crashes occur in round f + 1 and round f + 2), rf+2
k’ 

and rf+2
k+1’, by crashing pj at the beginning of round f + 2 (for f = t − 1, we cannot do this 

because t processes have already crashed before round f + 2, and no crash occurs in round f + 

2. This is the reason why our proof does not work for f = t − 1). Then, rf+2
k’ and rf+2

k+1’ are 

indistinguishable and both are univalent. rf+2
k’ is 1-valent because rf+1

k’ is 1-valent. Thus, 

rf+2
k+1’ is 1-valent as rf+2

k’, meaning that rf+1
k+1’ is also 1-valent. By Lemma 7, rf+1

k+1* must be 

1-valent and decide on 1 too. 
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By induction, all (f + 1)-round partial runs, extended from rf−1, without failure in round f 

+ 1 decide on 1. Because rf* is univalent, then all (f + 1)-round partial runs extended from it 

are 1-valent.  

Now consider system S’. Because S’ only has up to f crash failures, and there are f − 1 

processes crashed before round f , then when extended from rf−1, only one process can crash 

in round f or round f + 1 in S’. Thus, all (f + 1)-round partial run extensions from rf−1 in S’ are 

the same as discussed before in system S. However, all those extensions are homovalent and 

eventually decide on the same value by the end of round f + 1. Thus, the rf−1 in system S’ 

must be univalent – Contradiction.    

Case 2: f = 0 

Considering initial configurations C0 and C1 where all processes propose 0 in C0 and all 

processes propose 1 in C1. According to the validity property of consensus, C1 is 1-valent and 

C0 is 0-valent. Then all one-round partial runs extended from C0 are 0-valent and all one-

round partial runs extended from C1 are 1-valent. Clearly, there are two initial configurations, 

C’ and C’’, that differ by the initial value of only one process p, such that the one-round 

partial runs extended from C’ and C’’ without failure, r1’* and r1’’*, decide differently. 

Otherwise, both C0 and C1 are the same v-valent, where v is 0 or 1, and this violates the 

validity property of consensus. Without losing generality, assume that r1’* is 1-valent and 

r1’’* is 0-valent. 

Now consider one-round partial runs, r1’ and r1’’, extended from C’ and C’’ respectively 

by crashing p, and only one process q receives the message sent from p in round 1. Then r1’ 

and r1’’ differ only by q. By Lemma 7, both r1’ and r1’’ are univalent, r1’ is 1-valent, and r1’’ 

is 0-valent. If some process other than q decides in round 1 of r1’, it decides in r1’’ too. It 

cannot distinguish r1’ and r1’’ but decides differently – Contradiction. Otherwise, extending 

both r1’ and r1’’ to two-round partial runs, r2’ and r2’’, by crashing q at the beginning of 

round 2. Then r2’ and r2’’ are indistinguishable. However, r2’ is 1-valent and r2’’ is 0-valent 

because r1’ is 1-valent and r1’’ is 0-valent – Contradiction.  

Thus, Theorem 2 must be true.  

4. Conclusions 
Bivalency argument is a technique that uses forward induction to show impossibility 

results and lower bounds that are related to consensus. The proofs are simpler and more 
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intuitive than the traditional ones. In this paper, for a synchronous distributed system of n 

processes with up to t potential and f actual crash failures, we apply the bivalency argument 

to show that for every 0 ≤ f ≤ t − 2, there exists an execution of any uniform consensus 

algorithm that takes at least f + 2 rounds for all the correct processes to decide. Previously, 

finding a bivalency proof for the lower bound of synchronous uniform consensus had been an 

open problem. 
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